BEFORE ARRIVAL
DOCUMENT CHECKLIST

For every student, we recommend to bring some euros in cash for the first expenses you may to do upon arrival. You can also withdraw money from ATM machines in airports.

STUDENTS FROM THE EUROPEAN UNION

Students from the European Union coming to study at EURECOM will need to be in possession of:

- Valid passport or ID card
- European health insurance card
- Health record book or vaccination record book & your blood type card (you may need it in case of emergency)
- Insurance (in addition to the European Social Security) which covers medical costs and repatriation in the event of serious illness or of an accident
- Your accommodation confirmation and details (accommodation in France)
- Proof of payment of the first month rent
- Birth certificate (original + copy)*
- Photos

*According to new regulations, certified French translations can only be made in France by a sworn translator attached to a French court of Appeal. Sworn translators can be found on this website: http://www.annuaire-traducteur-assermente.fr/fr/3/annuaire-traduction-assermente.html

NON-EUROPEAN STUDENTS

Non-European students coming to study at EURECOM will need to present:

- Valid passport with a student visa
- the OFII form given by the French embassy when receiving the student visa
- Photos
- Insurance which covers medical costs and repatriation in the event of serious illness or of an accident covering the trip to France and the first month before subscribing to the French social security
- Health record book or vaccination record book & your blood type card, (you may need it in case of emergency)
- Birth certificate (original + copy)*
- Your accommodation confirmation and details (accommodation in France)
- Proof of payment of the first month rent
- Any other document requested or indicated by the French Consulate of your country
- Photos

*According to new regulations, certified French translations can only be made in France by a sworn translator attached to a French court of Appeal. Sworn translators can be found on this website: http://www.annuaire-traducteur-assermente.fr/fr/3/annuaire-traduction-assermente.html
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